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A Turkish company specialized in information technology (IT) solutions, especially in web and mobile apps, 
has developed many solutions for companies in Turkey and in European countries.The applications are used 
mainly in branches like construction, energy, and e-commerce. The company would like to expand its 
portfolio, thus, they are looking for IT firms which are searching for an agent in Turkey, under commercial 
agency agreements. 
 
 
The fast-growing Turkish company is specialized in web and mobile solutions, as well as in Autodesk Revit/ 
plugin development solutions. Founded in 2010, the company works since then in the IT sector. The 
company consists of 10+ employees and has 3 offices in the Netherlands and Turkey. It has successfully 
implemented more than 100 projects, gaining long-term partnerships and loyal clients all over the world. The 
company implements the following innovative solutions: - Mobile apps (native, ios and android) - Autodesk 
Revit solutions - Plugin development - CRM and ERP systems - E-Commerce - Marketplaces - Websites 
There is a great number of industries to apply these solutions to, but the most widespread clients fields are: - 
Construction - Energy - Commerce & retail; - Software & Hi-Tech; - Real estate & property; - Healthcare & 
life science; - Education & Human resources. All the products are customer-tailored, can be adapted to any 
specific requirements, and are thoroughly agreed with clients to ensure the best quality. The company would 
like to act as an agent in Turkey for other foreign companies who would like to enter the Turkish market. The 
goal of the Turkish company is also to grow with the foreign IT company in Turkey and use their current 
network/customers. The company is looking for commercial agency agreement. 
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